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SHORELINE AT JETTY DUE TO CYCLIC AND RANDOM WAVES
by
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ABSTRACT
This paper examines the effects of random and
deterministic cycling of wave direction on the updrift
beach planform adjacent to a jetty.
Results provided
using a simplified numerical model cast in dimensionless form indicate the importance of the time series of
wave direction in determining design jetty length for a
given net sediment transport.
Continuous cycling of •
wave direction leads to the expected analytical solution.
Simplications in the numerical model used
restrict the applications to small wave angles, no
diffraction, no reflection of waves off structure, no
refraction, and no sand bypassing at jetty.
The concept can be extended to more sophisticated numerical
models.
INTRODUCTION
Coastal navigation structures such as jetties
serve a number of practical purposes, two of which are:
keeping the navigation channel open by prevention of
sand transport into the channel, and providing a sand
storage reservoir for bypassing to downdrift beaches
(to prevent erosion due to the interruption of the
natural longshore sand transport).
An important jetty design criteria is the
determination of jetty length which is equivalent to
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determination of the updrift fillet sand storage area
necessary between dredging intervals.
Under constant
wave action (i.e. constant wave height, wave period, and
wave breaker angle) simple design formula such as provided by the analytical solution of Pelnard-Considere
(1956) can be used to provide an answer to this design
question.
Under more general conditions of changing
wave climate, an analytical solution is not possible.
This paper examines the effects of changing wave
climate (in particular wave direction deterministic
cycling and random effects) on the updrift beach
planform prior to the onset of natural bypassing around
the jetty.
Results of the type in this paper show the
importance of the time history of wave climate on design
jetty length for a given sand storage requirement.
Simplifications in the numerical model used restrict the
applications to:
(1) small wave angles
(Ab _<_ 15 degrees), (2) no reversing wave climate, i.e.
no diffraction effects, (3) no reflection of waves off
structure, (4) no refraction, (5) no sand bypassing at
jetty, and (6) no change in profile shape during shoreline advance.
Each of these simplifications can be
overcome by a more sophisticated numerical model than
used in the present analysis.
MODEL
Two equations can be used to describe shoreline
shape (e.g. Hanson and Kraus, 1980; Walton and Chiu,
1979).
The first equation describes the continuity of
sediment transport in the longshore direction:
(1/D)

(3Q/8x) + 3y/3t = 0

(1 )

where D=closure depth, Q=volumetric longshore sediment
transport rate, and the coordinate system is shown in
Fig. 1.
The second governing equation relates the
longshore sediment transport rate to wave and current
parameters.
The equation used in this note is that of
the CERC type formulation (see CERC, 1981):
Q = K

c

H\5/2 sin (2AU)
b
b

(2)

where
Ko = [K g1/2]/[l6(ss/sf -1)

(1-a)]

(3)

with
Afe = A - 3y/Sx

(4)

where A = deep water wave angle; Ab = breaking wave
angle; Hb = breaking wave height; K = a dimensionless
constant (= 0.39 in CERC (198 4)) relating the immersed
weight sediment transport rate to the "longshore energy
flux"; g = acceleration of gravity; ss = specific
gravity of sediment; sf = specific gravity of fluid; and
a = porosity of sediment (assumed = 0.6).
By assuming small wave angles and constant wave
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height along the beach the two equations can be reduced
to the following form:
3y/3t = e (32y/3x2)

(5)

where
= (2 K /D) HK5/2
c
b

E

(6)

with units of length /time.
This equation is a
parabolic partial differential equation often referred
to as the heat (or mass) diffusion equation.
This equation can be recast in dimensionless form
by dividing the quantities x,y by 2(et )
where
ts
is the desired solution time to obtain:

ay
at
where

i2y
3x-2

(7)

t = t/Ht
.
y = ty/2?et ) '//
x = x/2(etsr

(8a)
(8b)
(8c)

Equation 7 can be solved for given initial conditions and boundary conditions and changing wave climate
via an implicit numerical scheme known as the CrankNicholson method (see Burden and Faires, 1985) which
ensures numerical stability.
Initial conditions and
boundary conditions for the jetty shoreline system
remain the same in dimensional or dimensionless form and
are given as:
y = 0.0 at i = 0.0. x
y = 0.0 at x = », t >
3y/3x = A at x = 0.0
(or

> 0 (initial conditions)
(9a)
0(b.c. far from jetty)
(9b)
(b.c. at semiinfinite jetty)
(9c)
equivalently A^ = 0.0 at jetty)

The Crank-Nicholson scheme provides for stability
under all conditions of time step At and distance step
Ax.
Numerical accuracy is provided via a sufficiently
large number for the dimensionless quantity r where
r = eAt/Ax2

(10)

In the present study the numerical model used r = 1.0 to
provide acceptable accuracy (error
0.5 percent).
In
the case of constant wave conditions the model was
verified by comparing the numerical model solution to
the non-dimensional form of the analytical solution
provided by Walton and Chiu (1979) as follows:

y - y /IT/A = exp (-x ) - x /irerfc(x)

(11)

RESULTS FOR DETERMINISTIC WAVE CYCLING
The following cases of deterministic wave cycling
(where only wave direction is changing) were run on the
model:
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waveform
waveform
waveform
waveform
waveform
waveform

A pictorial representation of the temporal wave direction change of cases 1a through 5a is shown in Fig. 2.
Cases 1b-6b are similar only with reversed sequencing of
wave direction (i.e. starting with A = 0 degrees at time
t = 0.0).
Time T represents a characteristic time
period (the solution time), for example, a year if
case 1a is used and there are two predominant wave
directions lasting for 6 months each.
_
For each case the mean wave angle was A = 5
degrees while the actual wave angle fluctuated about the
mean from 0 to 10 degrees.
Cases 1a,b and 3a,b are
plotted on Fig. 3 in the non-dimensional format of Eq. 8
where the mean wave angle A was used for the wave angle
of Eq. 9.
Note that the integrated shoreline change via
this approach is the same in all cases, only the alongshore distribution of these changes differs between the
different cases.
Figure 3 also provides the', analy t ical
solution (Eq. 11) in the case of constant wave direction.
Cases 6a and 6b have not been shown in Fig. 3 as
they are essentially that of the analytical solution for
the same average wave angle of A = 5 degrees.
Due to
plotting resolution cases 2a, b; 4a,b; and 5a,b are not
provided but can be interpolated between adjacent cases
in Fig. 3.
As would be expected for rapidly fluctuating
direction around a mean wave direction, the numerical
solution approaches the analytical solution with the
same mean wave angle.
As an example of how such information might be
used, consider a situation where dredging to initial
conditions might occur each year (i.e. dimensional time
period T = 1 year).
If the wave climate is two seasonal
(1 cycle) in the year with the wave angles shown as in
case 1a (or 1b), an increase of jetty length on the
order of 40 percent above that for constant wave conditions is necessary to prevent sand from spilling into
the channel.
Case 1b differs from case 1a only in phase
(6 months for the example under consideration).
The
intent here is to show the importance of wave sequencing
on the design considerations which often is overlooked.
Although the solution curves are nondimensionalized, it must be recognized that different
mean climate levels (i.e. different A) will provide
different sets of curves.
This is shown in Fig. 4 where
cases 1a and 1b (1 cycle) are shown along with cases 7a
and 7b (1 cycle with wave direction shifting between 15
and 5 degrees, mean wave angle A = 10 degrees).
In case
7a it is noted that the increase in jetty length necessitated by the cyclic wave direction is only 20 percent
above the non-dimensionalized analytical solution where
A = 10 degrees, but recall that the mean wave angle has
doubled (10 versus 5 degrees) requiring the dimensional
jetty length of the analytical solution to double.
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RESULTS UNDER DIRECTIONAL UNCERTAINTY
LeMehaute and Wang (1983) have investigated the
problem of shoreline response under random wave action
via simulation of wave climate with known probability
distribution.
In the semi-infinite jetty and straight
shoreline with constant wave condition case where the
only random variable is wave direction, an expected
shoreline shape as well as confidence intervals on
shoreline shape can be obtained very simply.
Such
solutions are of value in evaluation of design
parameters (such as jetty length) when wave climate
uncertainty exists.
The expected shoreline shape in dimensionless form
can be reexpressed as follows:
E[Y] = (E[A]/ J!)

(exp(-x)-x

/Terfe(i))

(12)

where E[ ] represents the expected value and $ is now
replaced by the random variable Y.
The previous
analytical solution, eq. 11, as provided in Fig. 3 can
be used to find the expected shoreline by replacing A
with E[ ] where A is also a random variable.
In the general case where wave direction is
unknown to within R=AmIII„a A -A_.„
degrees, the directional
III 1 II
probability distribution function (PDF) can best be
expressed as the uniform PDF where:
F(A)

= (A - Amln)/R

(13)

with F(A) = probability that wave angle < A. For this
particular PDF, the A = A
corresponding to an upper
confidence limit with 1.-F(A ) as the probability of
exceedance (i.e. Y _<_ y) is Au = R F(AU) + Amln.
The
A = A, corresponding to a lower^confidence limit with
probability F(AX) is A, = R F(A1) + Amln.
The lower and
upper confidence interval shorelines can then be
expressed by Eq. 11 and the Fig. 3 analytical shoreline
using A = A and A = Aj.
Confidence limits for shorelines based on other PDF's can be found in a similar
manner.
The important point to note from this
simplified analysis is that uncertainty in wave direction can lead to shoreline realizations having wide
discrepancies from those projected based on expected
wave conditions.
In the case of a uniform PDF for wave
direction as postulated, a 90 percent confidence
interval shoreline can lead to a necessary increase of
jetty length 80 percent above that required for the
expected wave angle (for the given case of Amin = 0.0).
CONCLUSIONS
A brief examination of the shoreline shape due to
jetty construction under deterministic cyclic wave
action and under uncertainity in wave direction has been
provided for some simple hypothetical wave direction
scenerios.
Shorelines due to cyclic effects in wave
direction show considerable deviation from solutions
with the same mean wave direction.
Time sequencing of
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wave direction is thus seen to be of considerable
importance in design studies.
Uncertainty in wave
direction also plays an important role in shoreline
fluctuation and should be factored into design considerations.
In realistic cases of design a more detailed
model (i.e. Hansen and Kraus (1980)) might be used to
optimize jetty length.
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- NOTATION

The following symbols are used in the paper:
a = porosity of sediment/sand,
(dimensionless);
g = acceleration of gravity;
Sj. = specific gravity of seauater,
(dimensionless);
s
= specific gravity of sediment/sand,
(dimensionless) ;
t = time ;
t_ = solution time;
x = distance alongshore direction,
(x = 0.0 at jetty) ;
x = dimensionless distance alongshore
y = distance to shoreline from baseline
in offshore direction;
y = dimensionless distance to shoreline
from baseline in an offshore
direction;
A = offshore reference wave angle;
A^ = breaking wave angle;
Amax = maximum wave angle where
uncertainty exists;
Amin = minimum wave angle where
uncertainty exists;
A^ = wave angle corresponding to lower
confidence limit;
Au = wave angle corresponding to upper
confidence limit;
D = water depth at offshore limit of
significant longshore sediment
transport ;
E[ ] - expectation operator;
F( ) = probability of random variable ( )
being less than or equal to value
g iven ;
K = dimensionless constant;
K
= dimensional constant,
(length/t ime) ;
PDF = abbreviation for probability
distribution function;
Q = volumetric sand/sediment transport
rate, (length/time);
R = range of uncertainty in wave
direction;
T = characteristic time of wave
direction cycling scenerio;
A
Y = random variable equivalent of y;
E = dimensionless "diffusion"
coeff icient .

